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Modern Image Quality Assessment (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This book is about objective image quality assessment—where the aim is to provide computational models that can automatically predict perceptual image quality. The early years of the 21st century have witnessed a tremendous growth in the use of digital images as a means for representing and communicating information. A considerable percentage...
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Coding for Wireless Channels (Information Technology: Transmission, Processing and Storage)Springer, 2005
Coding for Wireless Channels is an accessible introduction to the theoretical foundations of modern coding theory, with applications to wireless transmission systems. State-of-the-art coding theory is explained using soft (maximum-likelihood) decoding rather than algebraic decoding. Convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation,...
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Foundations for Guided-Wave OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	A classroom-tested introduction to integrated and fiber optics


	This text offers an in-depth treatment of integrated and fiber optics, providing graduate students, engineers, and scientists with a solid foundation of the principles, capabilities, uses, and limitations of guided-wave optic devices and systems. In addition to...
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Multimedia Management (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
For years, industry has predicted and anticipated the arrival of multimedia services
via the network. From all indications, this new age is upon us now especially
with the emergence of the Internet and the huge potential of e-commerce.
The study of multimedia transmission over various network technologies has
been the subject of...
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Cloud Standards: Agreements That Hold Together CloudsApress, 2012

	Cloud computing is often described as providing computing resources the way electric utilities provide energy. In theory, anyone with an adequate connection to the Internet should be able to tap into a cloud provider and get exactly the computing resources they want when they want it, just like plugging into the electricity grid and...
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Harnessing Solar Heat (Lecture Notes in Energy)Springer, 2013

	Systems engineered by man to harness solar heat in a controlled manner now include a diverse range of technologies each serving distinctive needs in particular climate contexts.  This text covers the breadth of solar energy technologies for the conversion of solar energy to provide heat, either as the directly-used output or as an...
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Group Cell Architecture for Cooperative Communications (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Driven by the increasing demand for capacity and Quality of Service in wireless cellular networks and motivated by the distributed antenna system, the authors proposed a cooperative communication architecture? Group Cell architecture, which was initially brought forward in 2001. Years later, Coordinated Multiple-Point Transmission and...
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Modern Control Technology: Components and SystemsThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Modern Control Technology: Components and Systems, 2nd Edition provides an introduction to automatic control systems and components that is both comprehensive and up-to-date. Logically organized, this book takes the reader on a journey through a control system. Each chapter examines a different functional part, followed by discussion of control...
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Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum Systems describes and analyses the basic concepts of the combination of multi-carrier transmission with spread spectrum (MC-SS). The various architectures and the different detection strategies are examined in some depth. Techniques for capacity and flexibility enhancement of multi-carrier systems such as...
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Transmission Line Design Handbook (Artech House Antennas and Propagation Library)Artech House Publishers, 1991
If your looking for derivations - this is the wrong book for you
There is also a shortage analysis techniques.
This book is packed with quick formula and would might be quite useful as implied by the "design handbook" name. Some of the...
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Wireless A to ZMcGraw-Hill, 2002
THE MOST PRECISE, CONCISE, AND AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS REFERENCE AVAILABLE!
 

 In today’s information-rich environment, a business operating without a cogent wireless communications strategy is destined for failure. That’s why, if designing, maintaining, or upgrading wireless and mobile communications systems...
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Fundamentals of Relational Database Management Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. Computer software provides an efficient means of processing information, and database systems are becoming increasingly common means by which it is possible to store and retrieve information in an effective manner. This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management...
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